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Dear Ms Adamson 

Thank you for your letter of 5 February 2019 indicating that the Education and Skills 
Committee are exploring the issue of subject choice. Angus Council's response is as 

follows:-

a) Has the structure of the Senior Phase in Curriculum for Excellence allowed for
better learning and overall achievement than previously?

All Angus Secondary schools offer courses out with SQA National awards. Some, but 
not all, are accredited via the SCQF framework. Our senior phase offer seeks to 
ensure that each young person follows a pathway suited to them and their career 

goals. There is an emphasis on SQA qualifications but also on the development of 
skills through work based learning, volunteering, leadership etc. Increased flexibility 

has come about through rigorous individual school curriculum planning and robust 
partnership working with Dundee and Angus College and other partners. It is 
unfortunate that the terms 'vocational learning' and 'academic pathways' are still 
used in national documents. This does not reflect the aim of providing holistic 
education tailored to individuals and still implies inferiority of certain learning routes. 

b) Education Scotland says the Senior Phase has the "flexibility to offer a range

of pathways that meet the needs and raise the attainment levels of all

learners". How do your schools offer flexibility to their learners through the
Senior Phase and how does this impact on the range of subjects available

and the depth of pupils' learning?
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Currently all young people in Angus study a maximum of 6 subjects in S4. This 
includes the opportunity to study a skills for work course at Dundee & Angus College. 

Within the senior phase there have been isolated instances of specific subject 
choice being unavailable. In every case this has been due to difficulties in recruiting 
in that area. 

d) What are the factors that influence the range of subject choices? Possible
factors include: curriculum timetabling; local decision making; school size;
area and school demography.

Angus schools work hard to ensure that a full range of subjects can be offered to 
learners. All 8 secondary schools use a similar curriculum structure and this has been 
negotiated and agreed with Dundee and Angus College to ensure alignment to 
courses offered in partnership with further education. School size plays a role in 
terms of the number of staff available with the necessary range of qualifications. In 
Angus we also try to use information about our local economy to facilitate our future 

workforce. One example would be hosting the FA in Childcare in Brechin as we find 
it difficult to recruit childcare related workers in that area. 

e) Have you experienced any changes in the level of uptake in particular
subjects in the past 5 years? If so, what subjects in particular and what do you

think has caused this change?

Full information is available from the SQA. 

f) What is the impact, positive or negative, of any limitations on subject
choices?

Where courses have not been offered due to staff shortage all efforts have been 
made to accommodate young people in neighbouring schools where possible. In 
addition classes in those subjects have been offered end on to the school day. This 
has meant a teacher from another school travelling the school without the subject 
specialist to deliver the course. There are also examples of lecturers from Dundee &
Angus College assisting with delivery due to teacher shortage. The result is that, 

although having the staff shortage may be regarded as negative, the joint solution
focussed approach is further enhancing relationships between our Head Teachers 
and Dundee & Angus College. 

Yours sincerely 

Dr Pauline Stephen 
Director of Schools & Learning 




